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TRAVEL ON THE HIGH PASSES

E. J. RAWNSLEY

Editor - I am still hoping that someone will send me one or two articles on the horse-drawn postal coaches or
diligences that carried the mail in the C19th. In the meantime here is an article from the January/February
1975 editions of the Newsletter (pp 5 and 12 ) and a short article from September 2003 on a contemporary
map of the various routes of the diligences.

Fig. i
Fig. ii
Fig. iii
Accustomed as we are to speedy travel by train, aeroplane, fast motor coach or car, and the prompt plop through
the letter-box of our mail, seldom do we pause to consider the difficulties of earlier days, particularly in
Switzerland where almost every geographical hazard existed to thwart the efforts of man. But yield they did and
by the 19th century the canary-coloured diligences were already maintaining both summer and winter services
over the high alpine passes.
In summer the coaches were drawn by teams of horses, sometimes by as many as 5 - two wheelers and three
leaders abreast. As many as 10 passengers could be carried, 4 inside the coach, 2 or 3 in a spacious hooded
'dickey' behind and 2 or 3 in the 'imperiale' in front. The driver, together with his mate, were perched high up on
top of the latter. At the various stops, forewarned by the call of the posthorn, the notes of which indicated the
number of horses required, fresh teams would be waiting, mail bags were exchanged, and off went the coach on
the next stage of its journey.
In winter, such journeys were limited by the advancing snows, passengers and mail then being transferred to
yellow post-sleighs. A caravan would be formed: the first sleigh carrying 1 driver and 2 passengers, followed by
one without a driver, carrying baggage and mail, then one with a driver and one without and so on according to
the requirements. In such a caravan there might be up to a dozen sleighs, but never more than 4 or 5 drivers. So
well trained were the horses that, even without a driver, they never failed to stop or start or keep their correct
position. It was greatly to the credit of the Swiss postal authorities that the services were maintained and even
more so to the drivers who rarely failed to make their journeys in all weathers. Romantic though such methods of
travel may appear, they were long and tedious. Let us take a look at some of the main routes:
The St. Gotthard Pass - For this, probably the most famous of all, the diligence began its journey from Flüelen,
passengers and mail being conveyed there by the steamers plying on Lake Lucerne, From Flüelen the coach
travelled right through to Camerlata (near Como) in Italy, a journey occupying 23 hours. An alternative route ran
from Altdorf to Milan, as shown on the accompanying schedule (see next page). The Gotthard route was the first
to cease running, for with the opening of the rail tunnel it was no longer necessary to use the more arduous
journey over the pass. On 31 st December 1881, a coach driven by the veteran Michael Panioth of Andermatt,
made the last journey, an event held as a day of mourning in many Swiss post offices, and immortalised in the
painting by the artist Koller which is in the Kunsthaus Zürich and was partially featured on the Italian stamp above.
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EXPRESS SERVICE over the ST. GOTTHARD to ITALY, 1844
Mail, Goods and Passengers – 8 place coach connecting with ships on Lake Maggiore
Departure from Altdorf to Italy Daily at 8.30 a.m.
To
Arrival
Cumulative Price
Steg (Amsteg)
9.15. a.m.
1.40 ↓
Wassen
11.30
3.20
Andermatt
1.30. p.m.
5.10
Hospental
2.15
5.60
Hospiz
4.30
7.60
Airolo
6.00
9.60
Faido
8.15
11.60
Giornico
9.15
12.90
Then on to Osogna – see top of right-hand columns.

To
Osogna
Bellinzona
Magadino
Locarno
Lugano
Chiasso
Como
Milan

Arrival
Cumulative Price
10.30
14.30 ↓
Midnight
15.30
6.30.a.m.
16.80
7.30
16.80
4.45
17.50
7.00
19.55
8.30
20.45
12.30.p.m.
23.15

Same prices from Italy to Switzerland, leaving Milan 12 noon; Chiasso 6 p.m., Lugano 8.30 p.m., Magadino
& Locarno 7 p.m. by boat, Bellinzona 12.15 a.m., Airolo 8.15 a.m. and Andermatt 12.30 p.m.
The Simplon Pass - In 1850 the Swiss diligence service covered the whole distance from Lausanne to
Domodossola in Italy. By 1860 the railway had advanced to Sion and the diligence started from there. By
agreement with the Sardinian Post-Office it was extended to Arona, the trip taking 24 hours. As the railway system
advanced on both sides of the Pass, the journey became shorter until in 1906 the Simplon Tunnel was opened to
traffic and rendered the diligence service unnecessary.
The Splügen Pass - The service here linked Chur in the Grisons with Chiavenna in Italy, via Thusis and the Via Male
- an account of which was given by Mr. Rauch in an earlier issue of the Newsletter. By diligence this journey took
13 hours.
The Maloja Pass
Leaving Samaden in the Engadine this route passed through the then little known
village of St. Moritz, over the Maloja Pass, down the Val Bregaglia - where even
today traces of the old Roman road exist - and in 9 hours reached Chiavenna,
which as its name implies, was the key or vital junction of the routes across the
Maloja, Splügen and Septimer Passes. In 1860, again by request of the Sardinian
P.O., the journey was extended to Colico on Lake Como and between 1868 and
1875 to Lecco at the southern end of the same lake.
The Bernina Pass
Also starting from Samaden the route passed through Pontresina, over the
Bernina Pass to Poschiavo and on to Tirano in Italy, accomplishing the journey in 9
hours. In 1869 the people of the Valtelina (Italy) petitioned the Swiss for an
extension of the service into this valley. This was agreed and for a time the Swiss postal coaches served the entire
region from the Stelvio Pass in Austria to Lake Como in the west. Financially, however, this was not successful and
in 1876 the Swiss Post Office relinquished the task, selling a number of vehicles to an Italian company which took
over the duties.
So much for the main routes, but some smaller diligence services operated for a time. One ran from Domodossola
to Locarno, linking up with the St. Gotthard and Simplon railway lines, while around 1868 another very small
service was run from Mendrisio in Switzerland to Varese in Italy.
Until the outbreak of World War I in 1914 Swiss diligences were still running regularly over the Maloja and
Splügen Passes to Chiavenna and over the Bernina Pass to Tirano. When the war came all the Swiss vehicles were
"interned" at Chiavenna, but were so highly regarded by the Italian populace that following diplomatic exchanges
between Bern and Rome all the yellow vehicles were returned to Switzerland.
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Fig. vi

It is not always realised that these postal coaches were still in use in this area until the early 1920s. As I related
some years ago, on one holiday in Switzerland and travelling from Arosa to St. Moritz (via the Spl ügen and Maloja
Passes), I lunched in Chiavenna and on returning to the coach our driver was taking leave of an old man who he
told me later had been a diligence driver. How I wished he had told me sooner: what a lost opportunity to have
learned first hand something of those journeys which now seem to belong to a former era.
The importance of the diligence services and the routes they covered in the handling of mail are worth bearing in
mind when studying C19th covers.
Editor – The illustrations on Page 43 show: Centenary of the Swiss Federal Post in 1949: Fig. (i) Z 291 Posthorn, Fig.
(ii) Z 292 an early 4-horse Diligence; (iii) SG 931 Italian stamp featuring the Simplon Rail Tunnel and the Gotthard
Post as depicted by Rudolf Koller ; on Page 44: Block of 4x Z735 Definitive featuring a diligence with a PTT
Museum cancel ; and on Page 45: Fig. (iv) PP 191 shield on Fribourg Mail Coach of 1849, Fig. (v) Z1525 the LindauMailand Mail Coach, Fig. (vi) Cancellation: 'timbre complementaire' promoting Radio Suisse's commemorative
trips by dilgence in 1976.
Some restored historic diligences can still be seen in Switzerland e.g. at the Communications Museum in Bern, the
National Museum in Zürich and the Stockalperpalast in Brig. Two interesting articles on the Gotthard Pass in the
HPS Newsletter in June 2015 (page 51) by Hilmar Sturm and in June 2016 (Page 49) by Bryan Stone give additional
insights into travelling the route by diligence.
The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for enabling it to reproduce illustrations of their products.

THE SOCIETY'S WEBSITE

MIKE SHARP

Our Webmaster, Mike Sharp recently received a suggested additional item for the Glossary of Philatelic
Terms on the Society's Website from Herr Fritz Graf - “One can find in the address on old letters the words
or abbreviation: 'Hier'; 'Dahier'(German) or 'en Ville'; or only 'E.V.'(French) as the place name, meaning:
'hier'/in this town.” Bob Medland has sent me a card from 1912(illustration) with an example where only the
word 'Ville' is used. Mike intends to add these “local place-name indicators” to the Glossary when he next
updates it. He invites members to suggest other prospective candidate entries for inclusion.

USING THE SOCIETY'S WEBSITE
BOB MEDLAND
I recently published a two-part article on how best to use the Society's Website, in particular accessing the
Library Index through it. I have received little response to the article from members. I would love to know if it
was helpful and whether or not you would like me to provide more information? Do you use the Website to access
research material? Do you use the Internet at all? Contact me please, direct or via the Editor.
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In 1850 the Post Office Department issued a large map to all Post Offices showing the routes, times and distances
of all the Federal coach routes, for which they had the monopoly over the whole country to carry passengers,
parcels, letters and cash. An extract of it, showing Zürich and surroundings, appeared in the September 2003
edition of the Newsletter c/o Michael Rutherfoord (see below). Distances are shown - recorded in 'Hours' and
eighths thereof i.e. 4.8kms with an "eighth" of 600m. Another peculiarity is that the times of Departure and
Arrival on this map are shown with the morning times given in Arabic figures and the afternoon times in Roman
figures. That is the opposite to the method used on the date cancellers. Note the train shown on the connection
to Baden, and the ships on the lakes, both being used to transport mail under contract.

It reminded me of Diccon Bewes's wonderful book displaying interesting maps of Switzerland - 'Around
Switzerland in 80 Maps: A Magical Journey' published by Helvetiq. It includes the 'Post Map' showing the main
Swiss coach routes in 1799 (excluding Graubunden) drawn up by the Austrian cartographer Franz Johann Joseph
von Reilly (1766-1820). It was part of a series of 40 such maps making up an Atlas covering much of the World.
Distances were given in "posts" – a set measurement equal to two German miles, also known as "geographic
miles". A German mile was roughly 14.84 kilometres. The routes of the various coach services were shown
schematically, rather like the London Underground map, without exact relation to topography or the actual route.
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Introduction
Nine members were present in our familiar room at the Three Crowns Inn in Whaddon on a fine spring morning.
Undoubtedly, local resident Bob Lynn might justifiably claim to be the Society member living closest to any regular
meeting venue being able to arrive on foot. The gathering was smaller than usual owing to competing
commitments but a number of apologies were received.
Printing and identification of the Postage Due issues led by Bob Medland
The morning session, as advertised, was focused on identification of postage due stamps with illustrative items
from Bob's extensive collection. He was supported by Werner Gattiker who shared his recently revised guidance
notes on the subject. The latter complemented a useful spreadsheet summarising the numeral issues issued
between 1878 and 1910 which had been prepared and distributed by Bob to attendees - see below:

Despite being in the vanguard of postage stamp issues, Switzerland was the 11th nation to issue Postage Dues,
France having led the way in 1859. We were reminded of the origin and purpose of these issues which were
essentially ‘accounting labels’ to record domestic unfranked or under franked mail. The issues had no
international value. The purpose was intended to improve conciliation in postal accounting and minimise losses
that otherwise arise.
The audience enjoyed a comprehensive account of the production processes which cannot be adequately
summarised in this brief report based on a few scribbled observations. The first production problem described
was associated with the first blue issues and the problem of ink clogging in the early engravings which prompted
grinding out of the rays in the 200 of the initial stock of 250 clichés. Thereafter, there were consequences. The
printing methods and recognition of frame types and positions were discussed. Colour shades are a fascinating
subject both for the blue and green issues. External influences including water and light must be considered as
well as dye separation as ink levels reduce, the latter prompting an ultramarine appearance. In the final blue
series from 1882 on granite paper, errors include smudged printing and ink agglomerations as well as
misalignment and damaged clichés.
Within the green series between 1883 and 1910, there was consistency in frame type but up to 13 different
printings. Early green inks produced prior to 1882 included arsenic in their composition. In addition to the
variations in frame colour, distinction of the earlier carmine numerals from the later vermillion is necessary.
Examination of the control and watermarks are also helpful in basic identification. As with other issues, there are
some scarce printings particularly among high denominations (notably in the years 1883/84) and a risk of forgery.
Caution is advised. This comprehensive presentation extended through the revised designs issues including the
'Alpine Rose' 1910, the 'Children and Tablet' 1924-26 and concluding with the Art Deco designs of 1938.
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Finally a few examples of mixed usage and application of higher values to parcels were shown. A small amount of
additional material was included by others in the later open session. In summary, this was an excellent
introduction for any aspiring student of this fascinating aspect of the postal services. (Editor's Note: Werner
Gattiker's revised guidance notes on how best to sort and classify the early Postage Dues which was distributed at
the meeting was published in the Newsletter in April 2019 pp. 34/35).
Open Session by Other Members
Werner Gattiker: Purchase unseen of pre-philatelic correspondence can shine a light on Swiss social history
although some perseverance with recognition and translation of alt deutsch schrift may be necessary. (By
contrast, correspondence in French is very accessible.) Werner shared several fascinating documents including a
notable item written from an apologetic Vicar, Ludwig Reading in Schwyz to Canon Frantz Schuler at Bischofszell in
1802 during the period of the Helvetia Republic. He regrets the few donations for masses as the few recent deaths
were associated with persons of modest means. Despite having high hopes for the death of Governor Reding, a
known agitator, he had survived a recent stroke.
Other items included a Life Certificate dated 1780 written by the Vicar of Baar in the Canton Zug confirming that
Joseph Schicker was still living and entitled to continue receiving his pension from the King. This suggests that he
may have been a mercenary soldier abroad, possibly part of the Swiss Regiment ‘de Chateau Vieux’ as another
document shared was a Soldier’s Loyalty. Also a Certificate dated 6 th September 1794 confirming that the military
service of another Zug man has not and has never been in the service of a power with which France is currently at
war.
Eric Lienhard: Eric shared his formidable knowledge of Swiss history with an account of the Geneva Escalade of
December 1602 when the Catholic Savoy, supported by Pope Clement, attempted to conquer Protestant Geneva.
He illustrated this with a selection of commemorative material including advertising slogans. He is an enthusiast
for the Delcampe platform and amongst postal stationery items had been rewarded with further relevant material
about Savoyards.
Martin Martell: Martin displayed a series of business reply service cards which are treated differently to other
postage due mailings. The service began in 1932. They are charged differently attracting a surcharge for handling
in addition to the postage due charge. (The Zack publication is a useful reference.) This surcharge rate increased
over the following years although the absence of a one cent stamp presented difficulties during the 1930s. During
1945/48 the minimum handling charge was 2cts rising to 30 cts by the 1970s. Martin also illustrated bulk mailing
payment with a 1976 bulk mailing card bearing 'T' - franked postage stamps to the value of Fr108.80 .
Neville Nelder: Neville began his mixed display with an entertaining account of his recent family visit to Goldau
where seasonal celebrations had adopted an 'English Brexit' theme including the tea room. One 1810 prephilatelic postal cover from Delmont included the numerals 66 above the Delmont cancellation The explanation,
of course, was this was a legacy of the Departmental administrative system introduced by the Napoleonic
occupation. Another interesting cover was a 1941 letter sent from Switzerland to Newfoundland via the southern
route as adverse winter weather precluded use of the northern route.
Mike Sharp: Gave a brief biographical sketch of Louis-Philippe de Luze, Second Consul in New York from 1846 to
1873. This was precipitated after finding two letters in his collection to this addressee prompting further research.
A small spreadsheet listing a total of 8 letters was displayed and colleagues were invited to contribute further
information if found. Further details of Mike Sharp and Marc Burgess's displays will appear in a future Newsletter.
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THE ARCHITECTURAL MONUMENTS PART III: THE PHOSPHORS ON FIRST DAY COVERS

Fig. 1

EDITOR

Fig. 2

Back in 2003 Michael Rutherfoord answered a query from another member, John Millener, on these rare philatelic
covers. He stated: “The official date for the issuing of the first Swiss phosphor stamps, eight values from the
Postal History & Architectural definitive series, was the 4 th October 1963. But were these new issues? To the
naked eye there was no difference from those issued on 10 th May 1960 on plain white paper. Only under UV
light could the luminescence be detected from the front, but from the rear the new fibres could be seen.
Somehow some people got hold of the 'new' stamps during the afternoon of the 3 rd October and had them
cancelled. Was this illegal? How much internal help was required? The PTT first became aware of this
problem when they issued a standard definitive in coils and delivered standing order customers, and others,
their stamps a few days ahead of the official First Day. Some very clever, but to me stupid, 'philatelist' took
the new stamps to his local Post Office and asked for them to be cancelled. The clerk refused (I think the
cover had been marked New Coil Stamps), and in no time the lawyers of both sides were at each others'
throats. The customer won, but since then no pre-issue of such stamps has been allowed, in contrast to
normal definitives and commemoratives. This is noted in the publications such as 'Focus on Stamps'. The
whole story was published at the time in the SBZ journal.
Being an avid collector Michael kept his eyes open for any examples of such FDCs coming up for auction and
found several. At an auction in Belmont the identical stamps queried by John Millener appeared on two
covers cancelled at the same place: Basel 13 Voltastrasse on 3.X.63-18! The price was CHF 2,000.-. Herr Rolli
later informed him that these items were considered fakes by the Swiss Dealers' Association who considered
them to be back-dated. One of the covers is shown – Fig (i) above. Michael noted that Zumstein offers the
official FDC dated 4.X.63 at CHF 575.-, and the earlier 'FDC' of the 3 rd October at CHF 2,750.-.
At the Rolli Auction in February 2003 a single cover appeared cancelled 3.X.63-19 in Bern 2 and addressed to
Herrn O.H.Grimmer of Bern, the starting price being CHF 1500 – Fig. (ii) above. A further lot, not illustrated,
was a set of 8 covers, all cancelled Bern! Each with a pair of stamps, one white and one phosphor paper,
unaddressed for CHF 1250. Herrn Rölli informed Michael that those of Bern were known to have been
genuinely cancelled on the 3rd October. The two items cancelled 3.X.63 in Bern found no buyers at the
auction. (Apologies for the black and white illustrations – they are taken from our Newsletter in 2003.)
References:
'1963 Architectural series: luminescent paper; pre-dated FDCs' in HPSN 2002 p.61
'1963 Architectural series: luminescent paper; pre-dated FDCs' in HPSN 2003 pp.2,13,23.
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NOT SWITZERLAND – LIECHTENSTEIN

EDITOR

Z958

Z446

Z489

Z1026

Z576

Z1057

Z1553

Interested in expanding your “Swiss collection” of stamps? Why not look over the border for the stamps of
neighbouring postal authorities which feature “Swiss-related subjects/themes”. Perhaps you should start with that
small but significant country that for a time in its history was dependent on Switzerland for its stamps –
Liechtenstein. Here is a useful schedule to start you thinking and, perhaps, enhancing your album pages:
Notes: Numbers are the Zumstein catalogue Z numbers ; Numbers in red signify there is an illustration of an example above.

428 St. Gallus
449 Centenary of the Liechtenstein Telegraph System – flag
443-446 250th Anniversary of Liechtenstein as an independent state/furstentum (designed by the Swiss stamp
designer Hans Erni)
487-490 Winter Olympic Games Sapporo 1972 (designed by Hans Erni)
497-500 Summer Olympic Games Munich 1972 (designed by Hans Erni)
576-578 Christmas - Capitals in Chur Cathedral
604 Bishop Ortlieb von Brandis – his sarcophagus in Chur Cathedral
661/662 Mail Plane 'St Gallen' over Liechtenstein and environs, Zeppelin over Vaduz Castle
420 European Free Trade Association
622-624, 692-694 Traditional Costumes c.f. Swiss costumes stamp series including Pro Juventute
724-726, 750, 778 Famous Visitors who also visited or lived for a while in Switzerland – Goethe, Alexander Dumas,
Herman Hesse and General Suvarov and the Swiss-born artist Angelika Kaufmann
752-754 Christmas - Sculptures in Chur Cathedral
755 Notker Balbulus of St Gall (Europa issue)
858 500th Anniversary of the death of Niklaus von Flue
870-873 The Golden Book of Pfafers Abbey
915-927 Mountain Views*
958-961 700th Anniversary of the Swiss Confederation (incl. paintings by Augusto and Giovanni Giacometti)
1026 Homage to Liechtenstein – features a sculpture by Jean Tinguely
1057 Liechtenstein/Switzerland Co-operation – joint issue
1113 Liechtenstein/Switzerland Customs Treaty Anniversary – flag
1169 Liechtenstein Post/Swiss Post Partnership
1291-1294 Tourism - views from the Air including the Rhine Valley*
1388-1390 Tourism in the Rhine Valley*
1403 SEPAC Liechtenstein from the air – long distance shot*
1422-1424 EURO 2008 Football incl. Alphorn and Matterhorn representing Switzerland as one of the venues
1503 EFTA Anniversary – flag
1553 Shabazi (painter/photographer) - joint issue with Switzerland
Continued at the bottom of page 51
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BERNARD LACHAT

This article appeared in the December 2018 edition of the journal of the Entente Philatélique Valais/Haut-Léman,
'Rhône Philatélie'. We are grateful to the Entente and the author for enabling us to publish it in our Newsletter.
When I bought this letter, I didn't quite realise how
large it actually was. But, instinctively, I liked it. When
I received it, I was a little disappointed, because its
size did not allow it to be displayed easily and
previous collectors had spoiled the back and the
inside with reinforcements and coarse glueings. The
glue had aged badly. This was unbearable to me on
such an interesting and unusual piece. Irritated, I
undertook a detachment and thorough cleaning,
retaining the original paper and eliminating the
unwelcome marks on the back and inside. After this
careful restoration process, I took the opportunity to
“reduce” the size of the envelope, by carefully folding
under the bottom edge, in order to show it in an A3
format. Perhaps it will not mean anything to someone
who is not familiar with the imprints of franking machines (EMA), but, in my eyes, it is beautiful and I do not know
of any others.
Full Description: Large letter for abroad sent by express and registered mail from Geneva to Frankfurt (Germany).
Notes in red: "Not by Air Mail" and "REGISTERED". Machine n° 282 (1B-Hasler) with 18 (!!) gummed labels (17 x 1
Fr + 1 x 50 cts). The first clichés of the machine Hasler du Comptoir d’Escompte de Genève were delivered by the
Direction Générale des Postes (DGP) on 23.10.1924. The produced values were 5 – 7½ - 10 – 15 - 20 - 30 - 40 - 50 60 - 70 - 80 - 1 Fr - 2 Fr. The period of use currently known for this machine ran from 21.1.1925 to 8.10.1934.
Franking amount of Fr. 17.50 (82nd weight group!) made up of:
Base franking
Fr. 0.30
1.10.1924 - 29.2.1948
then 0.20/20 g (81 x) Fr. 16.
20. 1.10.1924 - 29.2.1948.
Express delivery
Fr. 0.60
1.10.1924 - 29.2.1948.
Registered
Fr. 0.40
1.1.1921 - 30.6.1930
Total
Fr. 17.50
NOT SWITZERLAND – LIECHTENSTEIN (Continued)

EDITOR

Schedule of Related Stamps continued
1618/1619 Liechtenstein – Switzerland Customs Treaty 90th Anniversary*
1622–1625 1st Series Bridges between Liechtenstein and Switzerland incl. road and rail bridges across the Rhine.*
1654-1657 2nd Series Bridges between Liechtenstein and Switzerland incl. road and rail bridges across the Rhine.*
1702 25th Anniversary of Liechtenstein joining the United Nations in 1990 (n.b. Switzerland joined the UN in 2002)
Charity Stamp 10 Flood Relief - Salvaging by Swiss soldiers
Airmail stamps 5, 6 and 16 show the Rhine valley, including part of Switzerland*
*Stamps in the schedule with an asterisk clearly include parts of Switzerland (particularly mountain tops) in the aerial and long-distance
views of all or parts of Liechtenstein featured. There are probably other stamps on which parts of neighbouring Switzerland appear.
n.b. There are also several Liechtenstein stamps commemorating anniversaries of the International Red Cross.

Can anyone identify any other works of art or buildings designed by Swiss-born artists or architects featured
on the stamps of Liechtenstein? Were Swiss engineers involved in the design and construction of their
canals? I am not aware of any of their stamps being designed by Swiss designers, other than those by Hans
Erni, but I would be very open to correction. Karl Bickel engraved a number of their stamps including:
Z204/205, Z206, Z273-275, Z383, Z384 and the Service Stamps Z36-59.
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RICHARD DONITHORN

Fifteen members and six partners attended this very convivial event at the well-appointed Stonehouse Court
Hotel near Stroud in Gloucestershire. Apologies were received from Pat Brennan, Anthony Hickson, Martin Hill,
Martin Mantell, Derrick Slate, Michael Petzold and Norton Wragg. Thanks must go, in particular, to the Society's
Chairman, Bob Medland, who hosted and chaired the event, and our Secretary, Neville Nelder, for organising the
venue and undertaking all the essential background work.
Werner Gattiker brought a wide range of material which attracted a lot of interest whenever there was a break in
proceedings. Reports from several partners suggested they enjoyed their visits to the attractions of Stroud,
Gloucester and the environs of the hotel, including strolls along the adjacent Canal towpaths and admiring the
spiralling flight and song of the many skylarks above Selsley Common.
The Saturday morning session began with the 'Peter Vonwiller Memorial Display'. This year's subject was
'Exploring Unusual Corners (of Swiss Philately)' which was presented by David Colman in two parts, complete with
a very successful powerpoint presentation. In the afternoon the competition entries were judged and the trophies
presented to the successful winners (see separate report below). This was followed by a range of fascinating
displays by fellow members – Eric Lienhard, Marc Burgess, Rosalind Ragg, Alison Kilpatrick and Bob Medland.
At the Society Dinner in the evening the Rev. Kit Jarman said the Grace and led the assembled members in a
minute's silence for our departed colleagues. After a very pleasant meal, Bob Medland lead the Toast for the
continued success of the Society which is fast approaching its 75 th Anniversary.
After a thought-provoking Annual General Meeting on the Sunday morning, displays were given by Kit Jarman
('Odds and Ends') and Neville Nelder ('The Jura and its People'). Certificates of gratitude were presented to all the
main speakers at the event by the Chairman. The Annual Auction was run by Werner Gattiker with considerable
help from his wife, Chris, David Hope and Peter Berck. The Society received a valuable contribution to its funds.
After a buffet lunch in the hotel garden the event drew to a close with three engrossing short displays by Neville
Nelder, David Hope and, from Rosalind Ragg, her beautiful collection of intricately-carved wooden stamp boxes.
In closing the event, Bob Medland thanked all who had contributed to the success of the weekend and looked
forward to meeting up again next year to share and celebrate our Swiss collecting passions.
Details of the various displays given by members, including the Peter Vonwiller Memorial Display, and the
AGM Minutes, will appear in future Newsletters.
THE RESULTS OF THE SOCIETY'S COMPETITIONS
The Society's tradition of fostering good-natured, competitive philately was ably upheld in Stonehouse by the
latest crop of entrants. The quantity and, dare I say it, the quality of the entries was up on last year and the range
of subjects covered provided something of interest to even the most knowledgeable members present.
As is usual, the members in attendance at the Annual National Meeting judged the exhibits. The Helvetia Silver
Cup was won by Marc Burgess (for his display 'Sitting Helvetia Issues 1854 - 1862') and the Moore Trophy by Mike
Kemp for 'Letters to a Priest'. Our Chairman, Bob Medland, presented the awards to the delighted winners. For
the record, the subjects of the other competition entries were :
The Helvetia Silver Cup
'The Reclaimed Material Issue 1942' - Alison Kilpatrick ; 'WWII Swiss Army Fundraising Postcards' – Rosalind Ragg
'The B.I.E. Forerunners' – David Colman ; 'Postcards 1870 – 1907' – David Hope ; 'Postage Dues' – Bob Medland
The Moore Trophy (for postal history)
'British Imperial Censorship: Bermuda the WWII Hub' – Alison Kilpatrick (a very close runner-up) ;
'Internment 1940-1946' – David Hope ; 'Victorians Overweight (and Other Crimes)' – Bob Medland
Congratulations and thanks to all those who participated.
FORTHCOMING REGIONAL MEETINGS
Southern Group - Saturdays 1st June and 19th October 2019 at 'The Three Crowns' public house, Whaddon
Further information from Werner Gattiker: Tel. 01273 842 135 or werner@swisstamps.co.uk
Midlands and Northern Areas Group – the next meeting will probably be in Birmingham. Further details will
follow in the Newsletter when available.
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The Philatelic Society of Haut -Valais has great pleasure in inviting you to the
37th Philatelic Exhibition of the Philatelic Entente of the Valais/Haut-Léman
th

Brig-Brigue’19

on 29 and 30th June 2019 at Brigue
--------------------------------------------As part of this philatelic exhibition,
the Philatelic Entente of Valais/Haut-Léman,
which this year celebrates the 40th year of its creation, has pleasure in inviting you to the

2nd Philatélique Romande Day
on Sunday 30thJune
4 interesting discussions
one in German and one in French on Saturday 29 th June,
and one in German and one in French on Sunday 30 th June
Numerous collections on display
Grand bourse with numerous stamps and postcards dealers!
Free entry – Refreshments and Parking are available
Please note the dates of this important philatelic event in your diary now!
The Philatelic Society of Haut -Valais & the Philatelic Entente of the Valais/Haut-Léman
Information can be sent in English from Jean-Louis Emmenegger. Don't hesitate to contact him at
his email address: j.l.emmenegger@gmail.com
NEWS FROM THE ABPS

EDITOR

I was pleased to see in the Spring 2019 edition of the ABPS News that several of our members were making
valuable contibutions to the running of their local club or federation.
The club reports emphasised the vast number of collecting areas available to philatelists, including the very
diverse range of thematic subjects. Nevertheless it was disappointing that Swiss Philately didn't appear to
figure in any of the titles of the presentations to Societies. Perhaps Swiss items were included in some of the
more general, non-country specific displays such as 'Albert Schweitzer', 'The Red Cross', 'Fiscals' or 'Colour
Perception'?
Might you consider giving a display to your local society and introducing potential new recruits to this
wonderful world of 'Collecting Swiss'? How many of you are currently on a “List of Available Speakers”
circulated to club secretaries?
EXHIBITIONS AND FAIRS COMING SOON - 8th June - SWINPEX 2019 ; 15th June - Yorkshire PA Convention
in Sheffield ; 6th July - MIDPEX: 10 - 5, Warwickshire Exhibition Centre, Leamington Spa CV31 1XN. More
information: www.google.com/site/midpex

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•
Liechtenstein also available.
W. Gattiker, 7, Friars Oak Road, Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 8PT – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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